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PRlilFACE
The writer wishes to acknowledge at the outset of this
study those persons T/ho have made it possible, who have con-
tributed materially to it in a variety of ways and without
whose invaluable assistance and contributions it could not
have been brought to a successful conclusion.
The writer is especially indebted to the Boys* Parole
Department of the Massachusetts Training Schools for making
J available to the v/riter their records, Mr. C, Frederick Gil- I
more, Superintendent, has been especially interested and help-
ful. To Mr. Emanuel Borenstein, Parole Visitor and Supervisor,
the writer owes his greatest personal gratitude because his
kindly suDervision end suggestions heve been inspirations.
To the Gluecks the writer v.ishes to acknovi'ledge his
gratitude for so many of their books which were of basic value
in this particular study, for the writer has drawn freely fromi
their methods and findings. Mrs. Glueck, Mrs, Mildred P. C\m-
ningham and Mr. Ralph Whelan of the Glueck social research
steff are given ST)ecial thanks for their helpful hints and per-
sonal discussion of certain knotty -oroblems in connection with
the field investigations and personal interviews.
The v/riter wishes to express his aioprecia tion for the
aid given him by the Social Service Index of Boston, the Massai-
chusetts Board of Probation, welfare officials, numerous so-
cial agencies '-:nd police departments.
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Mrs. Edith M. H, Baylor very generously gave her per-
mission to use and adapt for the purposes of this study the
Children's Aid Association's Follow-Up Schedule which adapta-
tion has heen used exclusively. She was also most helpful in
i interpreting the schedule to the writer. Dr. Jennette R.
1
1
G-ruener has been of invaluable assistance in the preparation
' of statistical tables and in objectifying the methods and
i
findings
.
The Parole Visitors have been most cooperative and help-
ful.
Above all, the writer wishes to give special thanks to
Mrs. Mildred S. Cheever, a constant helpmate and consultant in
all problems connected with the study and without whose effi-
cient stenographic help this bit of research would never have
been completed in time.
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IOct" P!^
CHAPTER I.
INTRODUCTION
The theory of "parole is that nost individuals ordinarily
arrive at a stage in their institutionalization when further
stay in the institution will be of less value both to them
and the public than a period spent in supervised freedom in
the community. The intermediate stage of limited oversight
between absolute control in an institution and absolute free-
dom in the comciunity is thus, in a sense, a testing-ground of
the individual's capacity to stand on his own feet after all
restraint is removed. It also affords an o'nportxinity to aid
the offender in making the alv-^ays difficult adjustment of the
transitional period between institution life and life in the
community. Consequently, adequate supervision of the parolee
is of the utmost significance in the administration of such a
service. Doubtless very imperfect parole oversight has some-
thing to do with the poor behavior of parolees in supervised
freedom.-^
Barring some unusual catastrophe, release from the care
of the Boys* Parole Department on Honorable Discharge should
constitute a challenge rather than a temptation. This v/ould
seem to call for the most careful study, as well as under-
standing of the boy thus singled out on the part of the per-
son recommending the Honorable Discharge.
1 Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck, Later Criminal
Careers (New York: The Commonwealth if'und, 1937),
p. 5.
I. t>Ox V
Purpose :
In making this particular study we ask ourselves a num-
ber of questions since many problems are involved. A few of
the specific things that we have asked ourselves are: 1. Why
is such a study desirable and necessary? In answer to this
we point out that there is a decided lack of study in connec-
tion V7ith the work and the cuality of the work of the Massa-
chusetts Training Schools in general. 2. What of the Honor-
able l^ischarge versus the Automatic Discharge as a technique
in juvenile parole work? Has it worked well or has it worked
at all? Can we really evaluate the effectiveness of the use
[ of the Honorable Discharge with only forty boys in such a
!
study as this present one? Here we must TDoint out thet since
one of the visitors who has retired handled a great rnany of
the cases and has not been available for consultation it would
! not be fair to say we have evaluated in any complete or scienti
'I
fic manner the use of the Honor^?ble Discharge among these boys,
ij Again it would seem that, because these forty boys vjere select-
1
fyom a limited area which is T)redominantly urban, since it
embraces the largest city in the State and some of the larger
Oreater Bo*'ton communities, the cases studied might possibly
be open to questionability so far as their representativeness
is concerned. In other words by selecting urban boys in Bos-
ton Proper and in Greater Boston the quality of the sample and,
therefore, its re-^resentativeness might not be acceptable to a
great many scientific thinkers in the field. We must admit,

after all, that the real weakness of this study is the small
niJiQber of boys studied, hence the small number of figures
which seem to occur in several pieces under one or more cate-
gories. 3. Finally, should not parole of juvenile offenders
be tested by studies such as this one? Theories must be de-
veloped and put into practice if parole v.ork is to meet the
ever increasing requirements placed upon it today. We cannot
discover v/hether theory is substantiated by practice and visa
versa without making scientific studies which will evaluate
and determine the effectiveness and needs of either theory or
practice.
It is hoped that, by means of this five-year follow-up
survey and study of forty former parolees from the Massachu-
setts Training Schools, partial evaluation of the effective-
ness of the Honorable Discharge as a techniaue of juvenile
parole work, as well as an evaluation of the work of the Boys*
Parole Department will be possible. This will also necessi-
tate an evaluation of the relative f^vorability of adjustment
of these boys to life's situations in general. The Conclusioni
and Suggestions vfill be substantiated by the findings produced
in the study.
Scope I
Forty former juvenile parolees are studied here. Twenty
of these were formerly at the State Industrial School for BDys
at Shirley and twenty were formerly at the Lyman School for
llB J.
IBoys, Each group of twenty is subdivided into two groups of
ten each—ten Honorably Discharged former parolees and ten
!
Automatically Discharged. The average age of these forty per-
sons is now twenty-six years.
The men selected for study were, as parolees, living
in Boston Proper and in Greater Boston, that is, within not
! more than ten miles from Boston Proper.
Our study includes pre-coramitment histories of the boys
and their families, follow-up findings based on both criminal
j
and non-criminal conduct and evaluations of adjustment in re-
ll
lation to these forms of conduct. No illustrative case ma-
il
I
terials or sketches have been used, since the material in the
eighteen statistical Tables, the discussions in connection
1 with these and our concluding discussion furnish ample material
:| for this tjroe of research. Cha-pter II. gives some brief
II
,]
sketches of field investigation problems but this is done
I
chiefly for the benefit of future research in this field of
endeavor,
j
Method ;
jl
1. The cases to be studied ¥/ere selected on the basis of
age, geographical distribution and poDulation. Selection was
also made to coincide with relative deliquency rates in each
geographical area. About twenty-two boys v/ere from Boston
Proper while eighteen were from the suburbs. The sample v;as
as representative as could be expected when one considered the

small number of Honorable Discharges in one year in Boston
i
Proper and Greater Boston.
2. Next, the Schedule was prepared in order to assemble
I
the material desired for the "ourposes of our study. i?'rom
j,
these Schedules came the dPta for the formation of the record-
l|
j
ing of pertinent material in Tables, for the basis of inter-
;
pretation and discussion of both factual and analytical ma-
I
terial.
3. All forty cases were next cleared through the Boston
Social Service Index.
4. The records of all men T.'ere checked at the Board of
Probation.
5. In every case a personal field investigation was
carried through. This meant tracing addresses of the men,
tracking them dovm, consulting social agencies and their re-
1 cords, police officials and bureaus of investigation. In
I thirty cases the men themselves v^ere seen end interviewed
I
personally. In ten cases, where the men were at sea, in the
Army, out-of-stete or in correctional institutions, the immedi-
j
ate family viss seen as well as the neighbors for cross-checking
I
Many letters were sent to and received from out-of-town offi-
I
cials in this investigation. Mrs. Glueck ^nd her £'ield In-
ji
' vestigators were consulted, personally, for helr>ful suggestions
and objectifying data, for this is the methology the Gluecks
use in their researches or follow-ups.

66. Forty records at the Boys* Parole Department and
I
fifty records at other social agencies were read to coincide
with the field work.
7. When the Field Investigation was completed, the
various data were recorded by means of transferring them from
the Schedules, which had heen kept up-to-date, to statistical
Tables in Chapters III. and IV.
I
8. Various books by the Gluecks, Healy and Bronner, one
by Morris, one by Baylor-Monachesi , several pamphlets and re-
ports and special articles dealing v.'ith parole and delinquency
as well as other books on related subjects were read in order
to objectify the writer's thinking. Young's text on Scientific
Social Surveys and Research v/as used to good advantage.
9. Hence—the case-study and statistical methods were
combined v/ith the five-year follow-up -personal interview field
and home investigation.
10. Tables were constructed far in advance—to accomo-
date the data on the Schedules. The statistical chapters were
written first, then the Conclusions and Recommendations and
last, the Preface, Introduction, Chapter II., and so on.
Definitions ;
All definitions have been proT^erly given in the body of
the Thesis as they have occurred, with the tv;o follov,ing ex-
ceptions :
Honorable Discharge from, the Boys* Parole Department

7meant that the boys must have done exceptionally well for at
least several years and must have been at least 19 to 20 years
of age to be eligible for recommendation of Honorable Dis-
charge by their Parole Visitor.
Automatic Discharge: This was applied to the cases of
those boys (who are far in the majority) who were Automatical-
ly Discharged at twenty-one having reached their majority.
In the opinion of their Parole Visitor their conduct while
on parole had not been sufficiently meritorious to deserve
consideration for ilonorable Discharge.
Massachusetts Training Schools
1. Lyman School for Boys, established 1846, is located
at Westborough, 32 miles from Boston. An open institution,
organized on the cottage system, for boys under fifteen years
of age at the time of commitment. The inmates live in thir-
teen cottages, two of which, located av/ay from the rest of
the institution, are used for boys reauiring special care and
supervision. Normal capacity of the school 480. Academic
and industrial training given. Commitments are for minority.
I
In 1869 the Massachusetts legislature authorized the placement
of children from this School. It has several outstanding fea-
2 Massachusetts Traininf^ Schools, Annual report
of the Trustees of the Massachusetts Training
"SchooTs for the Year Handing November SO, 19S8,
and, iUmanual Borenstein, "Release of the Child
from the Institution," New York: National Pro-
bation Association, 1940 Yearbook, pp. 15-16
of Reprint.

tures in its program. After a -period of orientation during
which time the boy is checked by a well Qualified staff mem-
ber a -orogram is arranged for him and is based upon his par-
ticular needs rather than upon the institution's maintenance
requirements. Discussions are held with the boy both individ-
ually and in groups so that he may learn the Durpose of the
institution, the program and how he may secure the most help
from his stay. A separate cottage with a small farm attached
is located at Berlin, eight miles from the main institution
for the training of a limited group of the younger and more
hopeful boys. Another separate group is situated about a half
a mile avray from the rest of the buildings at the main insti-
tution. This is Riverview Uottage and houses the unstaUfi,
the psychopathic and some of the feeble-minded who carry on
practically all their activities by themselves under a simple
regime without the pressure to which they would be subjected
if they were part of the larger group, vocational training
is conducted entirely on a production basis, that is, the
boys gain satisfaction out of producing something of value as
a finished product. Much of the printing for the State De-
partment of ir'ublic Welfare is done in the Lyman School I'rint
Shop by boys who are learning the trade.
2. Industrial School for Boys . established 1908, is lo-
cated at Shirley, 40 miles from Boston. An open institution,
organized on the cottage system, for boys from fifteen to

eighteen years of sge et the time of commitTiient , The inmates
live in ten cottages. Normal capacity of the school, Z19,
Academic and industrial training given, the emphasis being
placed on the practical teaching of trades. Commitments are
for minority. The School endeavors to redirect and reeducate
boys within a limited ueriod, and it has been increasingly
successful in its attem-ot. The task is made doubly difficult
by the calibre of the boy coming to the School; personality
defects seem exaggerated and poor attitudes are excexttionally
common, "A general apathy
—
physical, m.ental and moral—-and a
marked increase in feeble-mindedness , are characteristic of
many Dresent-daj'- commitments." To provide a treatment pro-
grejm for these boys, the School organizes itself for purposes
of guidance into groups dealing prim.arily with academic edu-
cation, vocational and occupational education, social educa-
tion (including home life, music, dramatics and recreation),
religious education and personal counselling. This set-up
makes for a definitely educational program designed to teach
boys to live together, work together, and Dlay together and
differs from an ordinary educational program only in its de-
gree of intensity, concentration and breadth of viewpoint.
Character education is one of the prime objectives at this
School. The cottage system is based on a careful grouping
of boys on a personality basis and offers the opportunity for
teaching them how to live together harmoniously and v.ith re-

spect for the rights, privileges end property of their cottage
mates. Vi/holesome 'orograms for using leisure time and for
athletic activities are fostered, sponsored and encouraged.
In Massachusetts we have a more or less autonamous Divi-
sion of Juvenile Training v/ithin the State Department of Pub-
lic Welfare. This Division has five branches and includes
the Industrial School for Girls at Lancaster (Ti^Jhich is not
concerned in this study) , the Industrial School for Boys at
Shirley, Lyman School for Boys at V/estboro, the Girls* Parole
Branch, and the Boys* Parole Branch. Each of these five sec-
tions v/orks independently under the supervision of its own
l|
Superintendent, but they are coordinated and harmonized by
the Executive Secretary and the Board of Trustees of the Divi-
sion.
If the Parole Visitor has not had any previous contacts
his work on a particular case begins as soon as the boy is
committed to a Training School. In securing information for
the social history or the First Home Report, the Parole Visitor
begins the treatment process. He starts by interpreting the
i| institution and its TDrogram to the family, by influencing
family attitudes, and by assuming the role of outside contact
' man betv/een the institution and the family. In interviewing
school teachers, social v/orkers, and other persons for back-
ground inform.ation, he lays the basis for future cooperation
between all parties concerned. This is, of course, the ideal

set-up. Ideally, also, the Parole Visitor should assist the
boy*s family when it needs materiel help and in effecting a
redirection of its interests and a reorientation of its atti-
!j tudes. The Parole "Visitor sees the boy at the institution in
order to develox) a close relationship with him since he will
be the Parole Visitor's viard upon release from the institution.
In the meantime the visitor discusses future plans with the boy
and with the frinily and does his best to remedy conditions and
to prepare everyone for the child's return to a better home
and to a better community. Upon release from the Training
School a boy is placed in the care and custody of his Parole
Visitor who supervises him., visits his femily, school, etc.,
and requires periodic visits on the boy's part. The most ac-
tive T)hase of the Parole Visitor's ,i*ob begins after the boy
is released from the Training School. Unless the boy is grant-
ed an Honorable Discharre before he reaches his majority,
he is under the care, custody and supervision of the Boys'
Parole Department until he is 21 years of age.

CHAPTER II,
FIELD INVESTIGATION PROBLEMS
As we started forth for our personal inter'views after
several weeks of basic "ground work", we had many q.uestions
in our minds not the least of which v/ere:
1. What if they (the men studied) have moved since the
last known address and are unkno?/n to any local social agen-
cy—what then?
2. How find out about men who may be out-of-state, on
boats, etc.?
5. What if the man is naturally prejudiced against all
such investigators and investigations? How get him to talk
and really give some information?
4. How check on the information given by m.an, his wife
or family?
5. Can we see the men vrithout their wives knowing about
the reasons? Do their wives know about their past careers?
How get around this difficulty?
6. What if the men vfant to forget and refuse to see us
at all?
7. How evaluate their present status? Has there been
a decrease in criminal behavior, court appearances, serious-
ness of crimes and misdemeanors and an increase in construc-
tive personal adjustment, economic and social status and in
ability of the nan to de-oend on himself? How catch all these

items in a brief interview; how get any idea as to these
things were the men out-of-state?
Here are a fev/ v/ays in which most of these difficulties
were overcome:
1. One man couldn*t be traced because his father was
suspicious and would give no reliable information. After much
checking here and there, we finally went to the local welfare
department where his father was on relief, found that our man
drove a taxi and then communicated with Police Headquarters
where his latest address was listed in connection with his
hackney license. We interviewed the man at that address that
same day.
2. Several out-of-state men were checked on by writing
j
State Boards of Probation, by writing outside social agencies
and, as a last resort in some instances, by asking the Federal
Bureau of Investigation to check up. Families of these men
I
and neighbors and social agencies v/ere found to be most help-
ful.
5. One man who was knov/n to be prejudiced against the
parole department was left a note, asking him to telephone
1
such-and-such a number in connection v;ith a sDecial medical
I
I
survey. (In all instances the medical or health approach
1 was used and no allusion was ever made to parole or Training
j
Schools. By the medical or health approach v/e mean that all
the questions which vie asked any former parolee were in ref-

erence to his health and physical condition for the past
twelve years. That is, vie stated that "At Boston University
we are making a medical check-up on a selected group of per-
sons who about twelve years ago v/ere examined in U-reater Bos-
ton schools by various doctors and you are one of those per-
sons selected for our medical study." By asking each person
such questions as, "How has your general health been in the
past twelve years and how is it now? Has your health enabled
you to work these past five year? Occupation is very impor-
tant in determining health so v^hat kind of v;ork have you been
doing and has your health enabled you to work steadily at
your occupation?" we v/ere able to secure, indirectly to be
sure, the information vhich we needed for our study.) Sure
enough, he did telephone and later we saw each other in a
local drugstore and had a fine chat on "medical" subjects
over hot chocolatel
4. Information given by man or his family was cross-
checked at local relief or social agencies and in many cases
neighbors were consulted in a roundabout manner.
5. If a vrife was present when first contact was made,
an attempt was made to see the man alone at a restaurant or
at a local settlem.ent. In some instances we were lucky enough
to find the man in on a Saturday afternoon—alone ¥/ith the
babyl In one instance a man was seen in a corner barroom
where he sipped beer v'hile the interviewer ate chocolate bars.
This was a most successful interview.

6. If men were impossible to see (only one was in our
research—that is, those aroimd Boston) we checked very thor-
oughly V7ith his family, local stores, neighbors, police sta-
tions, fire houses, social agencies and in this one case with
his priest. The medical approach was of course used here,
as in all other cases.
7. One man was most difficult to see. We had checked
every other source of information but had not seen him per-
sonally. One afternoon we called at his sister* s where we
had been once before. She had invited us back to talk over
her baby^s crying spells I She was about to leave for the
Arsenal v-here her husband v/orked and v/here her brother—our
man—also worked. She was taking him his driver's license.
On the chance that our man might be nearby, we went along
with her and sure enough, at the gete, together, Vvere our man
and her husbandl She broke the ice, so to s'oeak, and a very
successful interview was had as the man and the Field Investi-
gator walked down the street to the carline discussing the
man*s"health!l

CHAPTER III.
FAMILY BACKGROUND: PRE-TRAINING SCHOOL HISTORY
OF BOY AM) HIS FAJVIILY
The family in its physical and psychological aspects
provides the individual's first environment. To this environ-
ment he owes his early attitudes and behavior patterns. By
providing satisfactions and a frame of reference, the family
comes to determine to a considerable extent the individual's
reactions to others. By denying satisfactions and by condi-
tioning him to unacceptable behavior patterns, it may also
lay the foundations of a maladjusted personality. Thus it is
important in any study of individuals to analyze their family
backgrounds for clues that may explain behavior. This analy-
sis should be concerned primarily v;ith understanding the na-
ture of the culture to vrhich the individual is conditioned,
since it is through such an understanding that it is possible
to arrive, in many instances, at the source of behavior, early
attitudes and besic habit-Datterns of individuals.
In general in the modern world, and especially in the
Jfiuro-American \7orld, homogeneity in culture is non-existent.
Persons living in this (Euro-American) area of culture are
constantly subjected to a variety of "culture complexes,"-^
and these "com-Tjlexes" are by no means even remotely consistent,
I "Culture complex". The fimctional cluster-
ing or grouping of traits around a central or
core trait. Traits are elementary units of
culture
.

The individual who comes under the influence of these com-
plexes sometimes becomes maladjusted; this maladjustment is
usually one in which he does not possess a consistent life
pattern and the net result is a vacillating or ambivalent in-
divual. Such an individual is called personally disorganized.
Contradictions within the culture are thus reflected in the
behavior of the personally disorganized individual, ^'or ex-
ample, a boy may be a pious and faithful adherent to a parti-
cular religion because his father and mother insist on it.
This piety may be exioressed in a variety of ways. He may, in
the presence of his parents, refrain from swearing, he may
submit to attending church services, he may participate in
religious activity in a manner pleasing to his parents. This
s^me boy, however, may belong to a neighborhood play group
and engage in activities completely at odds with his religious
training. His status and prestige in reference to his play-
fellows may depend upon the richness of his swearing vocabu-
lary, and his ability to poke fun at pious individuals in a
variety of ways inconsistent 7/ith the religion of his parents.
Conflicts in the demands of the groups to which the individ-
ual belongs lead to conflicts within him unless he has been
able to build within himself a rigid frame of reference to
which he may adhere, and conseouently accomodate opposing de-
mands. Few individuals, however, can make this accomodation
without suffering some conflict, and in many this conflict

itself leads to disastrous results.
Thus, the importance of studying problem children in
relation to the demands put upon them by the groups to which
they belong becomes apparent. Because of the limited nature
of this inquiry, the only group, as such, that can be pro-
fitably studied and analyzed here is the human family. The
family is the most import -nt group to which a child belongs;
hence a study of the individual necessitates an analysis of
his family background. Students of behavior problems have
given considerable attention to the human family, and have
made numerous studies of the economic condition, housing
facilities, occupational status, marital status, etc., of
families of particular types of children. In many inst'^nces
these foctors have been studied as abstract entities, ^Tith
little appreciation of the fact that they are meaningless un-
less they are referred to the totality of the situation in
which they operate. Poverty in itself has little signifi-
cance unless it is related to the behavior patterns and atti-
tudes that are associated vdth it. Then, too, in this connec-
tion it must be remembered that the behavior of an individual
has significance only in reference to the approval or disa-npro'
val that his fello?rnien pl^^ ce upon it. All behavior must,
therefore, be studied from the group point of view and member-
ship in a variety of grouDs may result in diversity of behav-
ior in the individual. The approval he is able to obtain by

behaving in a specific manner is dependent upon the groups
to which he belongs. Recognition of this fact is particularly
necessary in all attempts to modify behavior,
Hov7 often, however, do social workers belonging to the
so-called respectable stratum of human society appreciate the
relative nature of right or wrong? Often they are called
upon to handle delinquent children who, in general, belong
to groups with a different definition of ripht and wrong.
The social worker and the child st; nd on opposite brinks of
a chasm; and unless the social worker aDpreciates the cul-
tural aspects of behavior, his contacts with the delinquent
2
result in antagonism and conflict.
An awareness of the cultural asioects of human behavior
has many ramifications in the entire juvenile "parole process.
Such an appreciation would make some of the present parole
procedures serious undertakings. Frequently in relieving
what seems an undesirable situation, the way may be paved for
future maladjustments. To be sure, the T>roblem of the moment
may be satisfactorily solved at least for the social worker
involved, but the child *s future life may be jeopardized.
What may happen after a change is made should be important
at the time the change is made. Children from one culture
pattern should not be shifted about and placed in different
culture patterns, for this may intensify the already existing
E Maurine Boie, "The Case Worker's Need for
Orientation to the Culture of the Client," The
Family .vol.xviii. October 1937, pp, 197-204,,

antagonisms and conflicts.'-'
To be sure, a study of the human family to ascertain
the family interrelations, attitudes, antagonisms, and so
on, in order to discover the early attitudes and basic habit
patterns established in the child is as important as, and in
many cases more important than, a study of the cultural as-
pects of human behavior. In our study we are not trying to
over-emphasize the importance of the cultural aspects of hu-
man behavior; rather v/e are trying throughout to combine the
importance of the cultural aspects with the importance of
early attitudes and basic habit patters and in no instance
do we infer that any one consideration is more important
than the others. We believe irrevocably in the multiplicity
of causation of delinquency and misconduct in children, and
prefer to integrate every possible factor into a contributory
picture rather than placing undue importance upon any one
single aspect.
Along with our study of culture patterns, family groups
and family interrelationships, we shall make a study of the
individual boy who was subseauently committed to one of the
Massachusetts Training Schools and released upon parole in
the community after spending the recuired amoujit of time at
the School. This study of family backgrounds and individual
3 These first four pages of Chapter III.
Quoted rather freely from Mrs. Edith M. H.
Baylor and Elio D. Monschesi, The Rehabili -
tation of Children (New. York ^Harper and Bro-
thers
,
T939;
, pp. 77-79.

behavior is centered around the time of coirmiitment ; in the
cases of the Lyman School boys this period would be, on the
average, around 1928, or thirteen (13) years ago, and in the
cases of the Shirley School boys, around 1951, or ten (10)
years ago. By comparing the conduct and adjustments of
these boys during the period of—and prior to—commitment
with their present adjustment, as of March 15, 1941, approxi-
mately five (5) years after discharge from Boys* Parole super-
vision and care, we hope to be able to detect and evaluate
their relative improvement, unimprovement or questionability
of improvement (an in-between ranking) up to the present time,
with emphasis, of course, upon the five-year post-parole
period.
Table I. seems pertinent to our study because contribut-
ing to if not underlying the maladjustments in home and envir-
onment of many boys whose parents were foreign-born are the
serious conflicts of cultures, originating in Dart in the be-
wilderment of a child caught between the contending influences
of the Old World and America. Often a confusion of loyalties
is inevitable with the recurring question in a boy's mind as
to whether he is Italian or American, Russian or American,
and so on. He is not clear in regard to authority, senses
insecurity, becomes bewildered, and, seeking an escape, fol-
lows the impulse of the moment ."^
4 Ibid , p. 85.

TABLE I.
NATIVITY OF PARENTS
Lyman Shirley Totals
Birthplace Hon.Aut. Hon.Aut. Hon.Aut. Grand
Both American 2 3 5 5 5 6 11
One American-one foreign 5 5 5
Both foreign bom 8 7 4 7 12 14 26
I
10 10 10 10 20 20 40
At a glance we can see that over two-thirds of the boys
studied are offspring of parents, both of whom were foreign
born, ¥'ith those boys who were not Honorably Discharged slight-
ly more in this percentage. It is interesting to note that
the honors are pretty evenly divided in the "both American"
group, with the older, or Shirley boys, doing a bit better
so far as Honorable Discharge is concerned. The possibility
I
of conflict of culture in the boys of foreign-bom parents,
if this may be considered a large fector in and underlying
delinquent behavior, is strikingly apparent in this table.
It is interesting to note in connection v;ith Table I,
that a check at the Boys* Parole Department on figures of
I
Nativity of Parents of parolees for 1950-1940 bear out the
j
figures in Table I. and just about duplicate the percentages
I
found here.

TABLE II
ORIGINAL PROBLEMS OF BOYS AT TBOl OF
COMMITMENT TO TRAINING SCHOOLS
Lyman Shirley Totals
Problems^ Hon.Aut. Hon.Aut. Hon.Aut. Grand
Family and Home 10 10 10 10 20 20 40
Behavior 10 10 9 10 19 20 39
Personality 10 10 10 10 20 20 40
Health 5 5 4 3 7 10
5 Problems defined ; Family and Home : Broken
home, because of desertion, separation, illness
or death of the parents. This includes both
temporary and permanent disruption. Moral and
physical neglect of children by parents. Crowd-
ed, poorly kept home in a poor neighborhood.
Dissention in the home. Incompatible parents.
Poverty in the home. Poorly supervised home
and children. Family delinquency. Intemper-
ance of parents. Lor moral standards. Poor
use of family's leisure time. Cultural con-
flict between children and X)arents or relatives,
etc
.
Behavior: Includes irregular sex habits, per-
versions
,
pathological lying, eneuresis, per-
sistent truancy, temper tantrums, cruelty, des-
truction of property, stealing, bunking out,
arson, etc.
Personality : "Peculiar", abnormal, decidedly
sub-normal, "psychopathic", etc. make-up of the
individual, which traits are strikingly ex-
pressed in the individual's behavior and behav-
ior pattern. Mental condition largely underlies
personality difficulty. For examples of person-
ity problems refer to Table VII.
Health : Regular or special medical attention
needed, which the parent or guardian is unable
to provide. Health problems include malnutri-
tion, hesit "crouble s , severe in.i'uries f.hich dis-
figure or debilitate, poor vision, chronic ear
and other organic complaints, T.B. of various
sorts, neurological diseases, severe head in-
juries which leave their m.ark in boy's behavior
and persone.lity, general constitutional v/eak-
nesses because of poor heredity, severe ill-

Here, v;e have grouped in one table the four major types
of individual problems as they existed in each boy at the
time of his commitment to the Training School. The figures
speak for themselves but an explanation of the size of the
figures in the first three categories seems desirable, iiach
boy's problem, v/hether he had all four problems or just t7^o,
or three, was tabulated in its proper place. i?'or this rea-
son in Table II. and in some of the succeeding Tables the
figures may seem to be out of proportion to the forty boys
studied. Our interpretation and analysis of all the figures,
however, should make any unusually large figures comprehen-
sible. Family and home problems seem directly interrelated
so one category for both is made of these. Some authori-
ties, such as Mrs. Edith M. H. Baylor and Professor Jiilio D.
Monachesi, in their recent study, "Rehabilitation of Child-
ren", are prone to consider personality and behavior problems
as one classification, so closely integrated and interrelat-
ed as to be inseparable. This may very well be true, but
for the purposes of this study it seems best to make personali-
ty and behavior problems separate entities at the same time
recognizing their very interrelated character.
The findings as recorded in Table II. indicate the fol-
5 (Cont
.
) nesses , etc.
(These definitions taken from: Sheldon and
Eleanor Glueck, Later Criminal Careers
,
Ap-oen-
dix B, "Definition of Terms"; Mrs. Edith M.H.
Baylor and Elio D. Monachesi, The Rehabilita-
tion of Children , pp. 412-465; plus writer's
own observations and interpretations)
ff
lowing:
1. Of the forty (40) boys studied, 39, or over 97% suf-
fered from the three major problems—family and home,
behavior, and personality. These three appear to be
quite definitely inseparable in the many problems which
beset delinquent youth.
2. Only one boy— an Honorably Discharged Shirley boy
later on—had only femily and personality difficulties
(hence the nine (9) in the Shirley Honorable section).
5. No boy had but one single problem.
4. Health problems, which in every case were coupled up
with the other three major problems, v;ere suffered by
ten (10) of the 40 boys. The percentage of boys in this
category was 25%—
•J of the whole group. Would it be
safe to say that health plays a very important part in
the multiplicity of delinquent causations?
Needless to say, those boys who suffered from fewer prob-
lems at the time of Training School comm.itment have almost
invariably made better adjustments to life*s situations to
March 15, 1941.

TABLE III.
STATUS OF FAMILY AM) HOICE IN PKE-COmiTIvrEKT PERIOD
Status^
Number
Lyman Shirley Totals
Hon.Aut. Hon.Aut. Hon . Aut . Grand
Death of one or both "parents 5 2 1 2 6 4 10
Desertion, separation or di-
vorce of parents 2 2 4 2 6 4 10
Early, forced or hasty mar-
riage of parents 5 2 5 5 10 15
Tn 0 nnrnfi t i b i ] T tV of "nPTpnts &,
children 3 2 2 3 5 5 10
Criminal behavior of one or
both parents 1 2 4 1 6 7
Discipline poor by both
parents 9 10 8 7 17 17 34
Intemperance of one or both
parents 1 3 3 1 6 7
Low moral standards in and
out of home 3 3 2 4 5 7 12
family 7 8 4 7 11 15 26
Abnormally large family 3 3 1 4 4 7 11
Illiteracy of parents 4 3 2 3 6 6 12
Illeeitimacv of one or sev—
eral children (Parents never
married although living to-
gether for several years) 1 2 1 2 2 4
Step-mother problem for boy
or children 1 1 2 3 1 4
Mother had to work outside
home 4 3 2 2 6 5 11
Chronic illness in home 4 3 2 4 6 7 13
"Poor and unhealthy neighbor-
hood 10 8 6 9 16 17 35
"Crowded and unhealthy home 9 8 7 9 16 17 33
Poor use of leisure time by
family and boy
"Cultural conflict between
9 10 4 10 13 20 33
children and parents 6 7 5 5 9 12 21
6 The standard of socially acceptable conduct
in regard to family relationships and life here
takes into consideration the surrounding environ-
ment, both in and outside the home. The man and
woman must not be harming their family in any way
,^ r
E7
Table III. is an analysis of family, home and environmen-
tal problems. This analysis is designed to show the more
specific or concrete problems as they relate to the boy. In
general the figures speak for them.selves and clearly illus-
trate the multiplicity cf problems, environmental and econo-
mic, besetting the boys, their families and homes.
The follovv^ing facts and figures seem challenging:
1. Discipline poor by both parents 34 (out of 40 cases) or 85^
2. Poor and unhealthy neighborhood 33
3. Crowded and unhealthy home
4. Poor use of leisure time by
family and boy
5. Poverty and dependency of
family
6. Cultural conflict between
children and parents
7. ifiarly, forced or hasty mar-
riage of parents
8. Chronic illness in the home
9. Low moral standards in and
out of home
33
33
26
21
15
13
12
82.5%
82 . 5fa
82.5
65^6
52 . 57<?
37.5%
32.5%
50%
6 (Cont
.
) deemed injurious to the institu-
tion of the family; nor should the environment
be allowed to injure the general welfare of
the family end its individual members. Hence,
any family in this particular study failing to
meet the above standard in each sDecific class-
ification was evaluated accordingly, each case
being separately scrutinized before it was
classified.
7 "Poor": As to environment, mental, moral
and physical well-being, and companionships.
"Unhealthy": Same as for "Poor".
8 Writer* s interpretation of "Cultural con-
flict" as found described at the beginning of
Chapter III.

10. Illiteracy of parents 12 (out of 40 cases) or 3D%j
11. Broken home problems (Death
of parents, desertion, di-
vorce, etc.
,
incompatibili-
ty, mother worked out) 10 " 2^
It is notev/orthy thr^t in every problem in Table III. the
Shirley boys, especially the Honorably Discharged Shirley boyi^
had, on the rhole, fewer problems than the Lyman boys. In
the latters* cases the Honorable and Automatic boys* problems
just about averaged up and very little difference is to be
found in them at the time of commitment.
ftlith full av,"areness that experts differ very widely and
even violently as to the subject of heredity end the tangible
evidences of favorable or unfavorable influences exerted by
so-called hereditary factors upon the general or specific
make-up and behavior of individuals, we venture, in Table IV.,
to submit for consideration in the total picture of family
backgrounds of our forty boys a classification of factors
which would a-opear to make for "good", "fair" or "poor" here-
dity. The very nature of our study and the serious handicaps,
constitutional, mental and otherwise from which in great mea-
sure, we may suppose, the majority of the forty boys suffered
serious maladjustments to social and economic life—all these
considerations seem to warrant a searching into hereditary
influences. In all cases a study was made of the parents',
grandparents*, and in many cases, great-grandparent s * back-
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ground in order to ferret out and correlate the findings into
their proper category. Much care was taken in classifying
all the elements in the picture.
So far as we know the persons classified as "good" have
had no serious hereditary handicaps.
TABLE IV.
HEREDITARY FACTORS IN BOYS» EAl-^ILIES Al\fD IvlAKE-UP
Total factors making for Lyman Shirley Totals
Hon.Aut, Hon.Aut. Hon. Aut, Grand
Good heredity 5 5 4 3 7 6 13
Fair heredity 7 4 4 11 4 15
Poor heredity 6 5 3 3 9 12
40
We have no illusions here as to " how inaccurate the
popular concept of heredity is as related to the origins of
delinquency. . .Perhaps alcoholism, psychosis, eT)ilepsy, and
criminalism as these api^ear in the forbears will be regarded
as important^ . . . Except where the basis for delinouency ex*-
ists in mental abnormality there is no good proof of the in-
heritance of such behavior characteristics as delinnuency
and criminality. In two of our cases, one an epileptic with
a probably eDileiDtic personality v/ho has an epileptic father,
and one whose assaultive delinouent behavior was maniacal in
9 These four criteria really serve
as our bases for evaluating in Table
IV.

type and vjhose father is a manic-depressive the significance
of inheritance is clear. But it is interesting to note that
this latter boy has a twin and seven other siblings all of
whom appeared to be normal mentally. ""^^ Healy and Bronner
have so vividly explained here the very points v;e wish to
bring out in our study and their case-illustrations parallel
so very closely some of our cases that there aripears to be
no need for further elaboration on the points, ^e should
like, hov/ever, to add one more note of v/isdom from Healy and
Bronner: "Among the difficulties of interpretation is the
fact that there are so often, surrounding youth, bad social
situations created by socially unfit parents, the effects of
which are not those of biolop-ical inheritance. ""^"^
The findings in Table IV, indicate that the Honorably
Discharged boys have a slight edge over the Automatic so far as
"good" heredity is concerned. "Poor" heredity is three times
as great in the cases of the Automatic as in the Honorable
cases. On the other hand, we note that in the case of "fair"
heredity eleven Honorable to four Autometic are thus classi-
fied These Honorable boys seemed to have one parent whose
heredity w s good but one whose heredity was fair, or fair-to-
poor. Vife may include that the Honorables had some advantage
over the Automatics so far as heredity was concerned, with
Lyman and Shirley sharing honors Dretty evenly.
"" 10 William Healy and Augusta F. Bronner, New
Light on Dellnouency and Its Treatment, (Nev/ Haven:
Yale X/nTversity PressTTQSeTT PP. 28-29.
11. Ibid, p. 39.
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TABLE V.
PHYSICAL CONDITION OF BOYS AT TBIE OF COmiTMENT
Physical Condition12
Lyman Shirley
Hon .Aut . Hon . Aut
,
Totals
Hon. Aut .Grand
Sound
Fair
Poor
6
5
1
4
4
5
8
1
7
2
1
14
3
E
11
6
4
25
9
__6
40
In some ways these figures are quite revealing, inas-
much as in each of the three categories the Automatic group
—
the group which did not seem to do so well on parole—were in
poorer physical condition than were the Honorahles, Particu-
larly significant is the fact that in both the "fair" and
"poor" groups the Automatics had tv/ice the incidence of fair
and poor physical condition—as compared to the Honorables,
Also, in the "sound" group the Honorables* condition on the
whole was appreciably better than the Automatics*.
Just a fev/ items to illustrate the factors contributing
to the boys* fair or poor physical condition:
12 Boys in "sound" physical condition: Those
whose general development was good and who had
only minor ailments ^^fhlch did not directly
interfere with their activities, such as carious
teeth, earaches, etc. Boys in "fair" condition:
Those v/hose general develoT)ment was found to be
poor but who shov/ed no evidence of disease or
serious physical handicap. Boys in "poor" con-
dition: Those ?/ho had any serious Dhysical
disease, handicap, or deficiency, such as epilep-
sy, tuberculosis, sy-philis, marked defect of
vision, marked auditory defect, partial paraly-
sis, serious heart lesion, or similar handicaps.
(See Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck, One Thousand
Juvenile Delinquents (Cambridge: Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1934), p. 101))

1. Very poor physique (generally connected
with some organic disturbance) 6 boys (out of 40)
2. Chronic heart disease 4 " "
5. Poor vision 4 " *•
4. Serious head injuries 3 " **
5. Neurological trouble (abcesses of
spine, etc.) 2 " *
6. Tuberculosis, or traces of same 2 " **
7. Epileptic seizures 2 " "
8. Chronic ear trouble 1 " "
9. Chronic nose trouble • 1 " »
With reference to the importance attached to the study
of delincuents in order to determine their deviations and the
significance of these deviations in relation to the personali-
ty of the delinauent, the physical and constitutional peculiari-
ties—among others to be sure—have been given much attention
by Healy and Bronner, who have said, "it still remains,
.
.that
1'^
the importance of these factors is not to be gainsaid." ^
TABLE VI.
INTELLIGENCE OF FORTY BOYS
, Lyman Shirley Totals
Intelligence Classification Hon.Aut. Hon.Aut. Hon . Aut . Grand
"Supernormal" (I.Q,. of 111
and over) 11 112
Normal (I.Q. of 91 to 110) 4 2 4 1 8 S 11
Dull Normal (I.Q. of 81 to 90) 6 4 5 5 9 9 18
Borderline (I.Q. of 71 to 80) 4 12 16 7
Defective (Feeble-minded—
I.Q. of 70 and below) 11 1 1
_2
40
13 William Healy and Augusta F. Bronner, New
Light on Delinquency and Its Treatment
. p. 3.
14 "Norm""! achool children of all socio-
econonic and racial groups. This taken from
Sheldon and Eleanor ulueck, One Thousand Ju-
venile Delinnuents , p. 102 (See footnote 42
on same page)
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Despite the finding by the Glueck^s, in their study of
One Thousand Juvenile Delinouents « that "delinquents doubt-
less come of a lower social and economic status than the gen-
eral. , .population"
,
they on the other hand point out that
"the difference in the intelligence of .delinquents and that
of children of the general population is so marked that it
can hardly be attributed largely to these complicating factors.
Clearly, the juvenile delinquent group contains a considerable
excess of dull, borderline, end defective individuals. This
means that educational difficulties were greater in this group,
from the standpoint not only of teaching of subject-matter but
15
of general habit-training and conduct." Certainly our study
of these forty boys* mental equipment previous to their Train-
ing School commitment has more or less paralleled the Gluecks*
findings.
Referring to Table VI, we observe th'^t although two boys
were "supernormal", two boys on the other end of the scale
T.vere defectives or feeble-minded. Only eleven or 27.5% of the
total group of forty were considered normal. l/Vhen we come to
the dull-normal group, however, eighteen boys, comprising 45%
of the total, were so classed. Seven boys were borderline,
17.5^. Hence, of the forty boys, twenty-seven, or 6 7.5% were
subnormal in mental content. Again the Honorables seemed
more favorably endov.^ed than did the Automatics. Such facts
would seem to have a very real bearing upon the juvenile
15 Ibid
,
p. 102.

delincuent*s ability to adjust successfully to life*s situa-
tions.
Experts have discovered that certain factors somehow
prevent (or perhaps delay) an individual's favorable adjust-
ment to society and life-~despite the passage of time . "Al-
thoufrh a marked improvement has occurred with the passage of
the 3/ears in the traits end major life activities of offenders
... this cannot be said in resT>ect to their mental condition .
This lack of imDrovement in respect to mental condition is
evidently a serious im-oediment to the reformative process—
a
conclusion substentiated not only by.
.
.detailed statistical
analysis.
.
.but also by an intensive case analysis of the men
who did not reforrr.. (This analysis) shov^ed that in nine-tenths
of the cases the failure of the men to improve appeared, on
consideration of the factors and mechanisms in each case,
to be clearly due to some mental or m.arked personality abnor-
mality. .. "-^^ Among these abnormalities are included phycho-
sis, psychopathy, great emotional instability, and the like.
All of v/hich is applicable to our own study since the
nature of the latter is to ultimately ascertain the relative
improvement or unimprovement in forty boys, who are now
young men. So large an issue cannot be allov/ed to escspe our
consideration in this study. For these reasons Table VII. has
been prepared.
16 Sheldon and Jileanor Glueck, Later Criminal
Careers
, pp. 124-125.

TABLE VII.
MENTAL CONDITION OF FORTY
BOYS
r~ Lyman Shirley Totals
Mental Condition-^" Hon.Aut. Hon.Aut. Hon.Aut .Grand
No mental derangement
Possible T)svchosis 1 1 1 2 1 3
P VP h n ^ 5 caX O V O X 1 O -i. O 1 1 1
Cnn 9t 1 tut 1 oTial TirTeTlnT*
pp-pqrjTial i+;v 2 4 2 4 7 11
Psychopathic Personality 3 6 1 6 4 12 16
Epileptic 1 1 1 1 2
"Peculiar" personality 1 2 5 5
Psychoneurotic personality 2 1 2 4 4 5 9
Marked adolescent insta-
bility 9 10 8 8 17 18 35
Personality liabilities 5 6 2 5 7 11 18
Criminal ideation 6 7 1 7 7 14 21
Sex ideation (marked) 3 5 S 2 6 7 13
Homosexual personality 1 2 1 2 3
School dissatisfaction
(marked) 9 8 7 9 16 17 33
Conflicts about parents
(marked) 8 8 10 6 18 14 32
Other conflicts (marked) 9 9 9 8 18 17 35
If V7e may refer to boys ^ ith so many and so marked men-
tal, emotional and Dersonality handicaps as "sick" indivi-
duals, our forty boys were "sick" indeed; some, or in fact
quite a few were very sick and had the advice of the clinic
17 Basis of evaluation: Each boy*s mental
condition evaluated in terms of normality ver-
sus -personality deviation , and normality ver-
sus neurosis -nd psychosis
.
(See William Healy
and Augusta F. Bronner, New Light on Uelin-
quency and Its Treatment
, pp. 42 and 52) Each
diagnosis is bosed entirely uT3on the diagnosis
made by a clinic or at the Training Schools end
does not represent the writer's judgment, as
such. The diagnosis in none of these cases was
made on the basis of the delinquent manifestations
alone.

and the psychistrists been heeded in some of these cases,
some means other than commitment to the Training Schools v^rould
have been used in order to help those bo7;-s more possible of
rehabilitation and convalescence to become more nearly well,
more nearly normal members of society—hence better citizens
after reaching their majority.
No interpretation of the findings in Table VII. seems
called for here; reference to the last column on the right
will furnish very ready com-narisons. tiignificant
,
again, is
the finding that in the most serious tyoes of mental derange-
ments the Honorables have far less "nroblems than do the Auto-
matics.

TABLE VIII.
1 ft
DELINQUENCIJJS AND RELATED PROBLEJ/IS LEADUNFCx TO BOYS»
C01.MITMENT TO TRAINING SCHOOLS
Delinquencies, etc. Lyman Shirley Totals
Hon.Aut. Hon.Aut. Hon »Aut . Grand
Larceny and similar
offences 9 10 6 9 15 19 34
Breaking and enter-
ing and larceny 6 4 4 5 10 9 19
Stubbornness (including
?/aywardness , disobedi-
ence) 4 7 10 10 14 17 31
Running away from home 4 5 3 6 7 11 18
Truancy 10 7 6 9 16 16 52
Assault and Battery 2 2 2 2 4
Lewdness and sex offenses E 4 1 3 3 7 10
Drunkenness 2 2 2 2 4
Malicious destruction of
property 1 3 1 1 2 4 6
Bunking out 1 5 5 4 10 14
Serious violations of
school regulations 1 2 1 5 2 7
Serious automobile vio-
lations 1 1 5 5 6 6 12
18 A boy ( 7-17 yrs.) is brought before the
Juvenile Court, is talked i'ith by the Judge
and is adjudged "delinquent" if the evidence
indicates he committed that with which he is
charged. A boy is generally placed upon
straight probation for his first court anpeer-
ance and m g^nersl is given nrobation again
for his second court appearance. He may be
given a susx)ended sentence for his second appear-
ance, along with probation, but this is not
the usual proceedure unless the boy*s delinquency
is considered to be very serious; almost always
a boy is given a third probation plus a sus-
pended sentence for his third court ai^.pearance.
If the nature of his delinquency is serious
enou^rh, however, he may be coir-mitt ed at once
to the Training School. Subsequent court
aT)pearances and ad.judication of delinquency
may lead to revocation of the previous suspend-
ed sentence, or sentences, and the boy is in
such cases coirmitted to one of the Training

S8
1
1
In Table VIII. it will be seen that property offenses
are in the majority, while truancy, stubbornness, running away
from home, bunking out, serious automobile violations and sex
offences are next in freouency, reading in that order. I'here
is no denying the fact that property offenses and truancy go
hand in hend and thet stubbornness and other home and family
difficulties line up v/ith running away from home end bunking
out. It is readily seen from this that "juvenile courts deal
with conduct difficulties of long st^^nding. It is also ob-
vious that some organized attempt must be made to cope v/ith the
anti-social behavior of children as soon as it manifests it-
self. This might be accom.plished through clinics, v^^hich
TO
would form an organic part of the -oublic-school system."
The number of more serious offenses—and in many in-
stances the minor offenses— coranitted by the Automatics is
greater than that committed by the Honorables.
18 (Cont) Schools. Therefore, our list of
delinouencies and related problems in Table
VIII. were the bases for ultimate commit-
ment to the Schools. Delinouency is deter-
mined and so-named by the Juvenile Court.
19 Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck. One Thou-
sand Juvenile Delinquents, p-p. 97-98.

TABLE IX.
AVERAGE AGES OF FOP/HT BOYS ON: COiv'UVIITIvIENT TO TRAINING
SCHOOLS, RELEASE TO BOYS» PAROLE DEPARTMENT ON PAROLE,
Aim DISCHARGE FROM BOYS* PAROLE DEPARTJffiNT
Lyman Shirley
Period Hon, Aut
.
Hon
.
Aut
.
Comiitment to Training Schools 12.5 1?.2 16 . 2 18
Release to Boys* Parole Depart-
ment 14.4 14.2 17.1 18.10
Discharge from Boys* Parole
DeDartment 20.6 21 20.6 21
Of these forty boys, fourteen Lyman and tv^elve Shirley
were returned to the Schools one or more times for violation
of TDarole. The average length of time spent by the boys on
each return was eight months for Lyman and seven months for
Shirley. On the average the Lyman boys were under the care
and the supervision of the Boys* Parole De-nartment for six
years; the Shirley boys were under its care for approximately
three and one-half years in the cases of the Honorables and
tvi/o years end tv/o months in the cases of the Automatics, all
of v.'hom became of ap-e at twenty-one years and v.ere therefore
Automatically Disoh-'^rged at tv/enty-one. Averaging the differ-
ences in the ages between Honorables at time of discharge
and Autonatics at time of discharge, we note that the Honor-
ables were on the aver- ge only six months younger than the
Automatics
.
We att-oh a great de^l of imT)ort^nce to our study here

of family backgrounds and the pre-Training School history of
the individual boy for the purpose of demonstrating the type
of boy and case situation ^ith which first the institution of
the Training School and later the Boys* Parole Department and
its workers are called uDon to supervise and help before the
boy becomes twenty-one and is then placed beyond the direct
jurisdiction of the Department. Within from, two and one-half
years in the cases of some of the older Shirley boys to six
years in the cases of the majority of the Lyman boys the Boys*
Parole Department is faced with the phenom.enal task of help-
ing these young offenders become good, respectable, self-
respecting citizens. Chapter III. has pointed out the multi-
plicity of problems from which these 3'"oung individuals have
suffered and from which in most cases they still suffer vrhen
they are returned to the real community from the Training
School. The boys studied here, for instance, have been sub-
jected to the most adverse family, hom.e
,
economic, social,
biological, cultural, T?hysical, mental and emotional conditions
—not only for a fev/ years but for eleven years in the case
of the youngest Lyman boy studied (eleven at the time of com-
mitment) and, in the cases of some of the Shirley boys, for
as long as eighteen f^nd even tvi/enty years. These boys, by
and large, have failed at school, have failed on probation,
have failed in the home and have failed in the comm.unity.
After so many long years of negative, even ruinous condition-

jing, the Massachusetts Training Schools and their Boys^ Parole
I
Department inherit one of the most discouraging Jobs in society.
It is their job to try to rehabilitate these boys v;ho already
have so many odds against them v;hen they become their Virards.
As Healy and Bronner h^^ve so aptly declared: "Research into
fundamental causes has left us vjith the conviction that the
checking of a delinouent career once started is no easy mat-
ter. In any treatment project there is no royal road to
success . "^^
20 William Healy and Augusta F. Bronner, New
Light on Delinquency and Its Treatment « p. 216.
-L.
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CHAPTER IV.
FOLLOW-UP FII\nDn\[GS
We allow the period of training and care in the Training
Schools, and later, the period of supervision and care in the
community by the Boys* Parole Department and its workers take
care of themselves. The scope of this research does not al-
low of a Training School period study or a study of the boy^s
progress while on -parole. Now let us turn to a study of the
post-parole period and a presentation of the findings gather-
ed. The post-parole period studied begins, approximately,
Feb. 15, 1936 and ends March 15, 1941, making it a five-year
follow-up.
The major value of juvenile parole in the post-parole
period would seem to be the carry-over values and the con-
structive influences of these carry-over values upon the
former young parolee. IWe are studying these forty (now) men
to ascertain, if possible, how they have adjusted to life and
life's problems end whether or not they have forsworn their
delinauent conduct for something more acceiDtable to society
and American culture. By comDaring the Dresent conduct in
its totality, both criminal and non-criminal"^ of the former
parolees vdth their conduct as vie heve seen it at the time
of their Training School commitment and as we have seen it,
to a lesser degree, -perhaps, in reports in records during
1 Once a boy is seventeen, his offenses, if of
a serious enough nature, become crimes in the
eyes of the law, not delinquencies as was the
case before he reached his seventeenth birthday.

parole and since discharge from parole, we hope to have a
rather broad basis for evaluating their im-orovement or unim-
provement as the case may be. This gives us an "observation
period", so-to-speak, of from eight to eleven years in all
in which to catch glimpses of the general trends of things.
Of course, it must be admitted that we have concentrated our
attention upon the vast five years, with very careful em-
phasis on how the man is d oin^; in his total situation at the
present moment . This follov/-up serves, therefore, the dou-
ble purpose of evaluating the work of the Boys* Parole Depart-
ment and of evaluating the adjustment of the men during the
first five-year post-parole period.
For practical purposes we shall divide the -nresent chap-
ter into two section—Criminal Conduct versus Non-Criminal
Conduct
.

A. CRBIINAL CONDUCT
TABLE X.
TTPES AND NUl^iBEE OF OFFENSES COMvIITTED BY FORTY MEN IN
FIVE-YEAR POST-PilROLE PERIOD
Offenses
No. and by yhom corinitted
Lyman Shirley Totals
Hon . Aut
. Hon.Aut. Hon . Aut . Grand
1 1X X
Rnbbe>T*v 1wlm J. p p
Brpakinfir and En'hfrinff 1 1X 1X
"R-ppQ Vi n jCT p\v\c\ THn +t p T* 1 "n f\T\f\
T.Pl T*P PTlV Q
•7
'Ko Q o x*t
•UvA X V.^V>XX V X X WliX X X ^\JaX JL 1 1 1 Cj p
SpTinnc; AiThri Vt nl ?^'h i nTiX U. (V LIO -t* UiV/^ VU.wJLCXvXvJXXO IJL 1X 1X TX p
RpT)PXlvi>^ p p p
X TX X
FuffTtive frnm Justice 1JL 1X. 1JL
Possessing or Dealing in Drugs 2 2 2
"Violations of Labor Laws 2 2 2
Vagrency, Idle and Disorderly
Non-Support
1 1 1
2 2 2 2 4 6
Bastardy 1 1 1 2 1 3
Drunkenness 15 3 2 22 17 25 42
Disturbing Peace 1 1 1
Threatening 1 1 1
Malicious Injury to Property 1 1 1
Technical Violations to Auto.
Laws 1 5 2 1 5 6
Assault and Battery 2 1 1 5 6
Peddling without License and
other Police Violations 1 2 3 1 5 6
Others (Mostly minor) 1 1 1
Totals 24 19 6 47 40 66 106
Analyzing Table X. and breaking dov/n the offenses into
p
"serious" and "minor" offenses, there is a total of twehty-
six (26) serious offenses and eighty (80) minor offenses
2 Serious : Refers essentially to felonies
(property crimes, amounting to $100 or over, patho-
logical sex offenses, rope, fugitive from justice)
3 Minor: Refers to such offenses as drunkenness,
vagrancy, violation of labor laws, lewd and lascivious
cohabitation, bastardy, non-support, assault end bat-
tery, disturbing the "oeace, peddling without a license,
possessing drugs, threatening. (Sheldon and iiileanor
Grlueck, Later Criminal Careers, pp. 252-253)
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committed by these forty men in the fLve-year post-parole per-
i'
iod. This means about 25fo of the offenses were of a serious
nature while about 75% were of a minor or less severe nature.
The Honorables are charged with a greater number of serious
crimes than are the Automatics but we must hasten to explain
in this connection that one man, now in State Prison, was
charged "/.ith six counts of breaking and entering and larceny
in one sitting of the court. This seem^s to modify the situ-
ation a little, as no other group or no other category had so
many charges at one time against one man. In the matter of
minor crimes the Automatics committed over a third more than
did the Honorables. Drunkenness accounts for forty-two minor
offenses. Here again, the Honorables have against them only
two-thirds the number the Automatics do in the way of court
appearances for drunkenness. In most ways the Automatics
have been in court more times than have the Honorables and all
in all the latter have done better in the way of avoiding
crime in general.
A final word should be added concerning Table X. In the
case of the Honorables there are an undue number of criminal
offenses committed by a relatively few number of men. This is
mentioned here because such a consideration makes it doubly
difficult to evaluate the criminal conduct of the Honorably
Discharged men.

TABLE XI.
DISPOSITIONS AKD CONVICTIONS IN OFFENSES COmiTTED
No. y.-nd those concerned
Dispositions and Convictions Lyman Shirley Totals
Hon.Aut. Hon.Aut. Hon . Aut . Grand
Coinmitraents to Penal Insti-
tutions 2 2 2
ConDnitments to Houses of
Correction 3 2 1 6 4 8 12
Commitments to Jails 1 3 1 3 4
Suspended Sentences (follow-
ed by Probation) 4 2 5 4 7 11
Not Guilty 1 3 1 3 4
Probations 2 2 3 7 5 9 14
Fines or Restitutions 3 5 4 3 9 12
Files 4 4 5 4 9 13
Discharges, released by T>ro-
bation officer, no bill
Default warrant
9 3 9 9 12 21
2 1 3
Others (as Parole continued,
etc
.
)
2 2 E
There V7ere eighteen coriiraitments to criminal institutions
among our forty men in the five-year "oost-parole period. Also
eleven suspended sentences and fourteen probations were given,
meaning that in tv;enty-five cases the offenses were sufficient-
ly serious to v/arrant this action by the court. The Honorables
are distinguished by the fact that two of their members have
been coiiimitted to penal institutions to the exclusion of the
Automatics. One Honorable—the one v/ho was mentioned in con-
nection with Table X.—is now serving a twenty-year term at
State Prison for six counts of larceny in the night-time,
while a second Honorable has just finished a year's sentence
at the Reformatory. On the other hand, the Automatics have

eight House of Correction commitments to their credit—tv/ice
as many as the Honorables have. In the matter of jail commit-
ments the Automatics have had three times as many as the
Honorables, and the Automatics have had nearly twice as many
suspended sentences and probations and three times as many
fines and restitutions meted out to them. Unless the two
penal commitments can be considered to carry too much weight
in such comparison, it would seem that the Honorables have
had less cause, on the whole, to be dealt with harshly by
the law and the courts.
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TABLE XII.
EVALUATION OF ADJUSTIvliJl\IT OF FORTY IvIEN FROM THE POIWT OF
VIEW OF CRIMItvrAL CONDUCT DURING THE FIVE-YEAR POST-
PAROLE PERIOD
Criteria^
Lyman Shirley Totals
Hon.Aut. Hon.Aut. Hon . Aut . Graid
Favorable
In relation to
It
Questionable
In relation to
Unfavorable
In relation to
n
n
If
n
n
n
Community
Standards
Behavior
Environment
Health
Intelligence
Heredity
Personality
Ability to De-
Dend on Self
Community
Standards
Behavior
Environment
Health
Intelligence
Heredity
Personality
Ability to De-
pend on Self
Commvmity
Standards
Behavior
Environment
Health
Intelligence
Heredity
Personality
Ability to De-
TDend on Self
15 8 23
n
n
n
tt
tt
n
If
tt
tt
n
II
II
n
It
4
n
tt
ft
tt
ti
It
It
8
4 Criteria defined: "Favorable": No police, court
jail or prison record, exce-pt for one or two very
minor misdemeanors or one or two minor motor viola-
1
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In evaluating a man*s adjustment in relet ion to his
criminal conduct, we have as will be seen by referring to
Table XII. , taken carefully into consideration not only his
i criminal conduct, as such, but also those factors which his
' conditioning over the years have made more or less a part of
him, and also his biological, mental and emotional inheri-
tances. The modifications in the totality of his relation-
ships and adjustments and the ways in v:hich Us criminal be-
havior has effected this totality—all these factors have
I
been painstakingly considered. In other words, we have taken
4 ( Cont . ) tions . No corjnission of "criminal"
acts (felonies) "ivhatever, (See Cha-^ter IV,, foot-
notes 2 and 3). No desertion or dishonorable
discharge from the Army, Navy or Marines.
"Questionable " : Conviction on three minor offenses
or arrest for not more than four minor offenses
i
(misdemeanors). In case of petty auto offenses or
j
drunkenness as many as six arrests are allowed
but of these six not more than three should be
for drunkenness. Arrests for three serious of-
fenses not followed by convictions. Minor, spora-
dic arrests in which no action was taken, for
various reasons are also taken into account in
"questionable" cases. No desertion or dishonor-
able discharge froA Army, Navy, or Marines.
"Unfavorable " : Cases in v/hich there have been
arrests for four or fotb serious offenses not
followed by convictions, or arrests for more than
four minor offenses (exce^ot drunkenness) not fol-
lowed by convictions; or convictions for tv/o or
more serious offenses; or convictions for more
than six charges of drunkenness; or desertion
or dishonorable discharge from Army, Navy or
Marines; or known commission of serious offenses;
or a continuing course of minor offenses for
v'hich the men Vi-ere somehow not arrested or pros-
ecuted.
Note: These standards adapted from the Gluecks,
but modified here to suit the aims and pur-
poses of this research.
Sheldon and Eleanor G-lueck, Later Criminal Careers
.
pp. 9-11.

into account the "human equation" but have objectified our
thinking and evaluations by utilizing the criteria of scienti-
fic research experts in this very field.
Twenty-three men in all are rated as "favorable" in
their adjustments. This meens that 57, 59^ of the forty men
have, so far as i-^e knov/, abandoned their criminal activities
started in boyhood. "Q,uest ionable" are nine or 22,5% of the
total number, while definitely "unfavorable" v^ith respect to
criminal conduct are eight or 20% of the total. Analyzing
further, it is at once evident that the Honorables have given
up crime much more completely than have the Automatics for
75% of the total Honorables are rated as favorable, v/hereas
only eight or 40% of the Automatics are rated favorable. The
Honorables have four "questionable" cases to the Automatics*
five, while the Honorables have but one definitely unfavor-
able case as contrasted to seven of the Automatics. The Shir-
ley groups have done better on the average than have the
Lyman groups.
In conclusion, then, the Shirley Honorables may be said
to have engaged in criminal activities much less (alm.ost half
as much) than the Automatics, while the Lyman Honorables have
done about the same as the Automatics.
B. NON-CRmiNAL CONDUCT
Students of criminal versus non-criminal behavior have
been told that there exists a high association between non-
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delinquency and the favorable a.sTPects of other ma .1 or factors
in the careers of former delinquents or -present non-criminals—
successful family relationships, assumption of their economic
responsibilities, good industrial adjustment and harmless use
of leisure time. This does not necessarily imply the exis-
tence of a causal relationship between non-delinquency and
those other factors. But the high correlation at least raises
the question Vihether the general improvement in femily, econ-
omic and like aspects of the careers of our men explains the
reduction which has actually occurred in criminality (or vice
versa); or -A'hether still other factors largely account for the
reduction in recidivism and in turn for the improvement v/hich
has occurred in the other aspects of the life activities of
our men.
In the folloiving Tables and discussion we shall take
special note of those influences which make for improvement
in our forty men.
5 (Quoted rather freely from Sheldon and Eleanor
Glueck, Later Criminal Careers , p. 98,
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TABLE XIII.
OCCUPATIONAL ADJUSTLISNT OF FOHTY MiiiN IN THE FIVE-YEAR
POST-PAROLE PERIOD
g Lyman Shirley Totals
Occupational Adjustment Hon.Aut. Hon.Aut. Hon . Aut . errand
Good 5 2 8 1 13 3 16
Fair 4 3 2 3 6 6 12
Poor 15 6 1 11 12
40
Favorable occupational adjustment is noted in the cases
of sixteen of our forty men—40%. "Fair" adjustment is seen
in twelve cases—30%, while "poor" adjustment is seen in
twelve cases—again 30%. Again the Honorables m.ake a much bet-
ter showing than do the Automatics, as a matter of fact over
four times as ^ood in "good" adjustment and eleven times less
in poor adjustment. Again, also, former Shirley boys have made
a sliphtly better showing than have the former Lyman boys.
A great many of our men were found to be largely irregu-
lar and incompetent workers—^many of them unemployable and
not merely unemployed, because of lack of training and skill,
health and temperamental aptitudes. Several men have been
engaged in illicit occupations such as smuggling liquor across
the border, meddling dope, soliciting alms without a license,
6 "Good, "fair", or "poor" based upon: Good:
V/ork habits good and man a regular vrorker. Fair:
Work habits good . and eithe'F'fairly regular or
irregular v/orker; or work habits fair or "ooor ,
but man works regularly . Poor: Work habits poor .
Man a fairly regular or irregular worker or is
engaged in illicit occupations to the exclusion
of all, or almost all, legit im-te vork.
Ibid, pp. 243-244.
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and so on.
TABLE XIV.
ABILITY OF FORTY I£SN TO I^EEET ECONOMIC RESPONSIBILITIES IN
FIVE-YEAR POST-PAROLE PERIOD
Ability to meet economic
responsibilities"
Lyman
Hon.Aut
.
Shirlej'-
Hon.Aut
.
Tota
Hon.Aut.
Is
Grand
Good 7 3 7 5 14 6 20
Fair 1 2 5 5 4 7 11
Poor 2 5 2 2 7 9
40
50% of the men have met and are m.eeting their economic
responsibilities well; 27.5% are considered "fair" in this
respect, v;hile 22.5% seem to be meeting their responsibilities
poorly. The Honorables have demonstrated their ability to be
7 If a man meets his responsibility, he does
so whether single, se-oarated, widov/ed or divorc-
ed; that is, he su-nports him-self even if by il-
legitiraate em-nlojmient and at least in marginal
circumstances v/ith only occasional -nublic or "ori-
vate aid or some assistance (sporadic) from rela-
tives. If he has de-:-ndents (r/ife, children or
parents) he makes every reasonable effort to sup-
port them in at least marginal circumstances.
Such a man*s ability to meet his economic respon-
sibilities is "good". "Fair": Unable to m.eet
his responsibilities through no fault of his o^m,
as chronic physical or r.ental illness or defect,
degression victim, etc. This also ir eludes one
whose attitude towards his responsibilities is in-
difierent, who is careless in his responsibilities,
but who is not really lazy or dependent.
"Poor": A man v/ho does not meet the standard, as
set forth \inder "good" through his ovn fault, or
contracts avoidable debts or receives freouent
aid from social agencies or rel«^tives when he
should be self-suT)porting.
Ibid, VV. 2(57-228.
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good economic risks by doing more than twice as v-ell in the
"good" class as have the Automatics; in the "fair" classifi-
cation the Honorables have again done much better than have
the Automatics while there are seven "poor" cases for the
Automatics to only t-v/o for the Honorables. The former Shirley
boys have done better, on the whole, here than have the former
Lyman boys.
In checking over our Schedules v.e observe thst thirteen
(12) married men and their families are on relief or have been
recently, six married men and three single are on the W.P.A.
,
and seventeen men, twelve of them married with children, have
been knov.-n to v.elfare, health and other social agencies on the
aver- ge of three to four agencies vex Derson, In some cases
chronic illness or debilities have r^revented men from working
at least a part of the time.
TABLE XV.
FAIvilLY RELATIONSHIPS OF tORTY IvffiN IN EIVE-YEAR
POar-PAROLE PERIOD
g Lyman Shirley Totals
Family Relationships Hon.Aut. Hon.Aut. Hon. Aut .Grand
Good 5 2 4 9 2 11
Fair 1 2 5 4 6 6 12
Poor 4 6 1 6 5 12 17
40
8 The standard of socially acceptable conduct
in regard to family rel? tionsh1x)s adopted for our
purposes is the following: Good: Non-harmful
behavior. If married, the man must not neglect
or desert v/ife or children and must not be separat-
ed or divorced from his wife, have illicit rela-
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Family relstionships T;ould seem to be the most difficult
hurdle for the larger percenta^re of our men, for here the bal-
ance is tipped to the other, the unfavorable end of the scale.
Only 27.5% of the total number appear to have "good" family
relationships. S0% have "fair" relationships and 42,5% have
"poor" relationships. The Honorables make a much better show-
ing than do the Automatics while the former Shirley boys again
have adjusted more favorable than have the former Lyman boys.
This inability of the majority of the forty men to get
along with others is reflected in separations, divorces, in-
compatibility, infidelity, desertions end several (six to
eight) cases of non-support, six of which, as we heve seen,
have come to the attention of the court.
8 (Cont . ) tions with other vroraen, be abusive
to r;ife or child, nor be away from home too much
of the time after v.orking hours. If single, he
should be at home some of the time besides just
eating and sleeping there and should not depend
on his family for funds. If meeting the a.-bove
standards in a particularly wholesome manner, a
man*s relationshix) to his family is considered
"good".
"Fair": If a man a-pproximates the above standards.
"Poor": If a man has failed to meet the above
standards.
Ibid
, pp. 240-241.

TABLE XVI.
USE OF LEISURE TBIE. EABITS OF FORTY IW IN POST-
PAROLE PERIOD
Leisure Time, and Habits"
Lyman
Hon . Aut
.
Shirley
Hon. Aut.
Totals
Hon . Aut . Grand.
Constructive 5 2 4 2 7 4 11
Negative 4 2 4 2 8 4 12
Harmful 5 6 2 6 5 12 17
40
Oddly enough the totals for the group as a v/hole in the
use of leisure time, and habits, are exactly the seme as the
totals in res-pect to family relationships. 42.5% of the
forty men seem to be usinp: their leisure time harmfully and
the same amount are e:iven to harmful hf^bits. 50% are doing
nothing to ira-nrove themselves in any way snd only 27.5% of
the total number are putting their leisure tim.e to construc-
tive use 'nd have really good habits. Again, the Honorables
have demonstrated their faculty for living more socially
9 "Harmful": Using sDare time harmfully. A
man having -oronounced bad habits and associations,
who has been and is indulging in forms of recrea-
tion which might lead to criminal conduct (such as
membership in gangs, association with bootleggers,
prostitutes, and loafers; drug addiction, exces-
sive drinking or gambling, sex i.nmorality)
.
"Constructive": A man who is a member of a Y^ell-
sux>ervised group, such as the Y.M.C.A. ; he should
use his leisure time to further himself culturally
or vocationally and should be free from bad habits
of the kind indicated above.
"Negative": One who has not at least been engag-
ing in harmful activities, even though not utiliz-
ing his time constru'^t ively. Further, he must not
have had any marked bad habits. This category al-
so includes persons who otherwise meet the condi-
tions, but v;ho are known to gamble at cards or
dice at home or to drink at home to a degree not
resulting in drunkenness.
Ibid
, p. 14.

satisfactory lives since only five use their time harmfully
to t¥/elve of the Autoraatics and seven use their tiir.e construc-
tively to only four of the Automatics. The former Shirley
boys have a very slight edge over the former Lyman boys in
the constructive use of leisure time.
TABLE XVII.
VfflEREABOUTS AND MARRIED OR SINGLE STATUS OF FORTY MEN
AS OF I"IARGH 15, 1941
Lyman Shirley Totals
Status and Whereabouts Hon.Aut. Hon.Aut. Hon. Aut .Grand
Married : 4 5 5 6 7 11 18
Living in Boston Proper 2 3 12 5 5 8
Living in Greater Boston 2 15 15 6
Living outside Greater
Boston (In Mass.) 11 1
Living out-of-state (Mass.)
Roaming around U.S. 1 11
Working on boats
In Army (Drafted)
In Marines
In Prison (Mass. ) 1 11
In House of Correct ion (Mass .) 1 1 1
In Jail (out-of-state)
Single : 6 7 4 15 9 22
Living in Boston Proper 1 5 14 15
Living in Greater Boston 12 112 3 5
Living outside Greater
Boston (In Mass.
)
Living out-of-state(Mass. ) 11 112
Roaming around U.S. 1 1 1
Working on boats 2 1 2 15
In Army (Drafted) 1 2 12 5
In Marines (Past 7 years) 11 1
In Prison (Mass.)
In House of Correction (Mass.)l 1 112
In Jail (out-of-state)
40
Table J^VII. indicates much less mobility on the part of
the married men and a greater tendency on their part to live

in or near Boston Proper. Those in institutions are of equal
number in both married and single men. The trend of the day
is clearly shown here—the drafting of young single men for the
Army.
TABLE XVIII.
EVALUATION OF ADJUSTLiEOT' OF FORTY IvlEN FROM THE POINT-OF-VIEW OF
NON-CRBIINAL COIJDUCT DURING THE FIVE-YEAR POST-PAROLE PERIOD
77 Lyman Shirley Totals
Criteria-'-^ Hon.Aut. Hon.Aut. Hon.Aut .Grand
Favorable 5 1 5 1 10 2 12
In relation to Community
Standards
" Behavior **
" Environment "
« Health "
*» Intelligence "
« Heredity "
*• Personality "
»• Ability to De-
pend on Self "
Questionable 3 4 5 5 8 7 15
In relation to Community
Standards
" Behavior
" Environment **
" Health "
»» Intelligence "
" Heredity "
" Personality *
" Ability to De-
pend on Self "
Unfavorable 2 5 6 £ 11 13
In relation to Community
Standards
" Behavior "
" Environment "
» Health "
•* Intelligence "
" Heredity **
" Personality
« Ability to De-
pend on Self
10 In connection with Tables XIII. -XVI. bases,
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The final Table in our study indicates that, in relation
to Non-Criminal Conduct on the whole, the Honorables have
done much better all around than have the Automatics and the
former Shirley boys have made a better general adjustment
than have the former Lyman boys. Of the total group of forty
boys, 30% have seemed to adjust favorably, in 57.5% of the
cases there is a question as to their favorable adjustment,
and 32.5% of the total number have failed to adjust favor-
ably.
10 (Cont.) or standards for evaluations were amply
discussed in footnotes. We integrate in this final
evaluation of non-criminal conduct our total knowledge
of the individual and consider each individual in re-
lation to his adjustment to the various phases of life
as studied in our various tables and discussions. "Fa-
vorable," "Questionable" and "Unfavorable" seem to re-
quire no further definition at this point.

CHAPTER V.
CONCLUSION AKD SUGG-tSTICNS
Evaluating the use of Honorable Discharge as a technioue
in juvenile parole v.ork, we must say from the figures v/hich
we have Dresented in the follow-up findings that in view of
the nen*s handicaps, natural and otherwise, from birth to the
present time, it aiipears as though Honorable Discharge has
v^orked rather well—especiall3'- for the forrr.er Shirley bo^rs
—
if by Honorable Discharge we mean that its value has a carry-
over effect which enables the man or men to keep on in their
socially acceptable conduct and assume as their own responsi-
bility their favorable ad;)ustment to life*s situations as a
whole. Most of the Honorably Discharged m.en are found to be
hardly, if at all, criminalisticelly inclined today. There-
fore, in this respect, the Honor&bly Discharged men have, for
the most T)art, adjusted favorably. On the other hsnd, in
evaluating their non-criminal conduct we find that non-crim-
inal delincuencies and social, environmentf^l and economic
shortcom.ings persist somewhat in the sam.e xiattern as was
found to exist before the boys v.ere committed to the Train-
ing Schools. In other words, in a great m^any cases we
have been tempted to say "like father like son" because the
very socially unacceptable traits, habit patterns, and nrac-
tices of the fathers, the fam.ilies and others in the inmedi-
ate environraent outside has been carried over into the boys*
now adult life. Most of the boys, both Honorable and Auto-

matic, who have not adjusted very favorably have of necessity
lived in poor environmental and economic situations Y/hich in
turn have contributed to lower social standards in general.
In referen(3e to the Automst ically Discharged boys we see
that they have done poorly in comparison with the Honorably
Discharged. Nor should we look down on these boys too much
for this because if we peruse our findings a little, we find
that the boys who have adjusted the least favorably—and this
is especially true of the Automatic Discharges—have possessed
very little of a positive or constructive nature, biologically,
economically, socially and environmentally to begin with.
Their station in life has been lowly, and, beceuse of this,
the opportunities which have been crested for them have been
very few. A few of the men have lapsed back into criminal and
undesirable non-criminal behavior after an interim of from
eight to ten years in all.
In any mention of the differences in the favorability of
adjustment of Honorables versus Automatics we must bear in
mind thrt although the fact has been established here that the
Honorables have done better on the whole than have the Automa-
tics, at the same time the Honorables had from child-birth
and for approximately 26^ years to the present more things in
their favor. Most Honorebles vrere from better homes, better
environments where social standards were higher; their heredi-
ty seemed better endowed. Physically, mentally, and emotion-
ally they were better equipped on the average than v/ere the

Automatics at any time in their life span.
The fact remains, then, that Honorable Discharge has
worked fairly well in the cases of the boys studied here, if
we base our evaluation of favorable adjustment on the relative
acceptability in the eyes of society of the individuals* con-
duct.
Turning our attention to the Training Schools for a
moment, we observe that all in all and in almost every phase
of adjustment the former parolees from the Shirley tichool
have adjusted more favorably than have the former Lym.an School
parolees. How to account for this is beyond the ability and
scope of this inquiry, for so far as maturation in years is
concerned, the former Shirley boys are now of the sam.e average
age as are the former Lyman boys. Whether or not there is a
greater maturity in mental, physical and emotional stability
we cannot say, but we do point out that there has been a
steady, almost unbroken line of improvement in the former
Shirley boys from the time of commitment to the present day.
Things have not gone so sraoothly for the foi^er Lyman boys.
Let us make one nore observ^^it ion in this connection: The
former Shirley boys were of an average age of sixteen years
eight months for the Honorables at the time of commitment and
eighteen years for the Automatics—as compared to thirteen
years five months for the Lym.an Honorables and thirteen years
two months for the A.utomatics. Could this from three to five
years difference in ages have accounted in any way for the

later more favorable adjustment on the part of the former
Shirley boys? We simply raise the question; we do not pre-
tend to know the ansv/er.
In evaluating the work of any social agency and the use
of certain techniques in connection v-ath that work, one must
take into consideration the limitations of the versons with
v.'hom the social lYorkers , or Visitors, are expected to deal,
for these limitations would seem, to correspondingly limit the
worker in his effectiveness.
A very brief survey of Chapter III. and the facts it
presented will serve to show that the vast majority of the
boys studied—and these have been i^ainstrkingly selected as
a reTDresentstive cross-section of the run-of-mill boy with
whom the Massachusetts Training Schools and the Boys* Parole
Department have to work every day—had inescapable and serious
limitations producing problems v.hich in many cases would seem
to render successful or anjnvhere near successful treatment
by Visitor, clinic and coramunity combined well nigh impossible.
This would seem to be even a greater reality with the present
case load of approximately one hujidred and ten (110) boys
per Parole Visitor. During the middle period of parole for
these boys (v/hen they were 18-19 years of age) the case load
was 165 per Visitor.
The other side of the picture, if we may accept the
authority of the Gluecks, is that "the physical and mental
changes that comprise the natural process of maturation offer
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the chief explanation of ... improvement in conduct with the
passing of the years." Hence, do ell the efforts of the
social \vorker and the Parole Visitor go for naught and is it
all wasted energy and money; is life and the passing of the
years the only solutions or possible solutions for improvement
in human conduct? In answer to this the Gluecks also refer
to the possibility of "hastening the maturation process,"
This, it v7ould seem, is where the social worker comes in, and
if the social ¥;orker can hasten this maturation process by
means at his disposal he will have not only repp id the State
and the community for his own services but will at the same
time have saved, in the long run, the State and the ooimiunity
many thousands of dollars by iDreventing and curbing delinquen-
cy and crime.
One of the leading authorities on juvenile parole in this
Commonvrealth has most aptly stated: "One of the neglected
subjects at conferences and one of the least explored fields
in social work is thr't -oertaining to continuity of treatment
for young offenders ... Unfortunately ... the disposition
and treatment of delinouent children is still bedeviled in
many places by a philosophy of punishment and retaliation,
and by a penological vocabulary. We still sDeak of sentencing
children, of requiring them to serve time, and of paroling
their like convicts from prisons. The term *parole» has become
so indentified with inferior parole work that it is unsuitable
1 Sheldon and Eleanor Glueck. Juvenile Delinquents
G-roy.Ti U£ (New York: Comraonvfealth J?und, 1940 )
,
p.H65.
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to use for those released from Training Schools for yoimg offen-
ders. . . . Until we invent a more fitting word we may have to
continue to use the term 'parole'." Herein we have stated
the pertinent facts of the case, and if we may be allowed to
quote another authority in social work
,
Margaretta Williamson,
we will have arrived at the crux of the whole problem of
juvenile parole. Miss Williamson states: "The probationer
has been placed on Drobation because of certain promising and
hopeful as-oects of his case, while the parolee is often an
individual with whom probation has failed and whose career in
delinquency has gained momentum. Unlike the probation officer,
the parole officer has to deal with a person v;ho has been iso-
lated from the free life of the community. A problem peculiar
to parole therefore is that of helping the parolee to readjust
himself to the faraily circle and the community. In the insti-
tution the individual has been subjected to routine. He has
lived a life in which no initiative was required; he has not
had to think for himself. Upon his release, bearing the stig-
ma of a prison record, he must mingle again in a society in
which he will suffer economic and social handicaps,"^
After all is said and done, juvenile delinquency in any
4
comp^-unity and in any State is a public resT)onsibility .
2 Emanuel Borenstein, "Release of the Child from
the Institution", pp. 5-4.
3 Margaretta Williamson, The Social Worker in the
Prevention and Treatment of Delinquency (N^w York/
Columbia University Press, 19r55)
,
p. 4.
4 Massachusetts Child Council, Juvenile Uelin-
quencv in Massachusetts as a Public ResDonsibilty
(Boston7"1929j
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On the other hand, "the prevention of maladjustment is a task
that cannot he left to chance or to persons v^ho are emotion-
ally concerned in it. The whole community must continuously
participate in this v;ork."^
"Little good will come from eoui"Dping social agencies
with a new philoso"Dhy and ^vith a habit of looking at the prob-
lem of human malad.lustment in its entirety unless society
offers more opportunities to the social rorker ... The most
adequate social agency is necessarily hampered unless more
money and more thought are diverted to prevention . . . The
community, or at least those persons who are leaders in the
community, m.ust insist upon scientific research upon which to
base progrems of prevention. Programs must stand upon facts
and not upon the v/ishful thinking of their creators."^
Suggestions
The findings and discussion -nertinent "o these findings
in this study seem to substantiate the follov^ing suggestions:
A. Further Study
Since this study has been made in a relatively unex-
plored field it Y.'ould seem to be very velusble to have fur-
ther study along these lines made, both in connection with
the Massachusetts Training Schools end in connection with the
5 Edith M. H. Baylor and Elio D. Monachesi,
The Rehabilitation 'of Children , p. 490.
fe . Ibid , p. 127.
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Boys* Parole Department. Many premises cannot be proved v/ith-
out much more research. Because of the small sample studied
in this inquiry we v-ere not able to evaluate the Honorable
Discharge to any acceptable extent.
A pertinent suggestion ¥;ould seem to be that a follow-up
study which will be scientific, thorough and objective be made,
to begin with, of all boys both Honorably and Automatically
discharged from the Massachusetts Boys* Parole Department for
at least a two-year period. This would allow a m-ore sizable
and m.ore conplete study since it would embrace not forty
boys but SOO or more boys coming from, every part of the State.
This initial study should be followed by a series of similar
studies until an actual scientific evaluation of the work
of the Boys* Parole Department is made,
B. Departmental AsiDects
1. That since methods of community care are not yet per-
fected to the point v/here special Training Schools are no
longer required and since, because of this fact, Training
Schools will continue to fulfill a very necessary function,
this function be brought into closer harmony with the new
movement on foot for re-educating the court child, that it
be fitted into a continuous process, instead of remaining, as
now, uncorrelated and apart.
E. That the Parole Visitors be encouraged to interpret to
7 Massachusetts Child Council, Juvenile Delin- -
auencv in Massachusetts as a Public Resioonsibility,
p. 58.

the community, more and more, the work which the Training
Schools and the Boys' Parole Department are trying to do; this
would seem to in turn, encourage the cominunity' s cooperation,
3. That the Parole Visitors v/ork in close harmony with
the Training Schools, especially in seeking to better under-
stand the boys who will be released to their care and super-
vision.
4. That the Parole Visitor come to know the prospective
parolee soon after the latter enters the School and that
preparation for ultimate return to the community be instituted
as soon as possible.
5. That the Parole Visitor come to have a thorough
understanding of the boys* families, their assets, liabilities,
immediate oroblems and the all- important neighborhood and en-
vironmental influences.®
6. One of the most pressing needs in the entire juvenile
parole set-up is the need to v-ork ss intensively as TDossible
with the family while the boy is at the Training School and
even more intensively when the boy is returned to his home.
The importance of this cannot be over-emphasized.
7. Foster home placement facilities and a home-finding
arrangement would greatly facilitate the juvenile parole v;ork
and would seen to make for more success in treatment of the
8 Some Darts of Doints 2, 5, 4 and 5 have
been borrov/ed freely, by sDecial Dermission from
the author, -Emanual Borenstein, "Release of the
Child from the Institution".

more serious problem cases.
e. A more thorough understanding of the boy's ability to
depend on himself on the Tiart of the Parole Visitor might help
in preparing a boy for Honorable Discharge, especially if this
were mentioned as a challenge, as a worthwhile goal, not so
much a reward for en unfortimate home and environmental situa-
tion.
9. A reasonable case loed—say fifty (50) cases to a Visilr
or might well lead to much better results and I'/ould definitely
make the Parole Visitor's work more attractive and hopeful
than discoureging.
10. More Parole Visitors would be needed in order to ef-
fect this reduction in case load.
11. More clerical and stenographic assistance would make
possible the creation and maintenance of a substantial case
record system which ^- ould give a conplete social history,
treatment and foster home records, olinincal, medical, psychia-
tric and other reports.
12. The establishment of a higher salary for Parole Visit-
ors V/'ith subseouent step-rate Increases would make the posi-
tions more attractive and would serve to create a willingness
on the part of prospective Visitors to secure training in
pre'oeration for such positions,
C. Commimity Aspects
None of the foregoing suggestions can be carried out

with any degree of satisfaction unless two things become
realities
:
1. Public interest and sentiment must be sufficiently
aroused and put into action so that
2. Adequate funds may be provided by community and State
for the support of a more effective juvenile parole system.



APPENDIX

SCHEDULE FOR SPECIAL EOLLO¥-UP STUDY OF BOYS FORMERLY ON PAROLE
Adapted by permission from, Children's Aid Association's
"Schedule for Follow-up Study"
Case No.
Date paroled
Date discharged
Name Address
Married
Date of Birth Color Legitimate
Illegitimate
I.Q.
Type of case: Family Health Behavior Personality
Original Problems:
Present Status of Problems: No. Present: Improved: Persists:
New Problems:
Education since Discharge:
Vocational: Academic:
Health:
Economic Situation:
Dependent : Marginal Comfortable
WORK HISTORY SINCE DISCHAP.GE
Date Beg. Date Left Exact Work Done Vv'ages Reason Left
Employed Yes No No. of mos. out of work
Attitude of person tovmrd work:
Court Records Since Discharge:
Date: Offence: Finding: Dispositiai :
RelationshiTD to Own Family:
Relationship to Present Family:
Relationship to Boys' Parole Dept.:

' -2-
Original Visitor's Opinion of Person's Ability to Dei^end on Self:
Original Visitor's Opinion of Personality Adjustment:
Use of Leisure Time:
Relationship to Community:
Religious Affiliations and Practices:
Evaluation of adjustment one "person only )
1. In relation to Behavior
2. In relation to Snviromnent
3. In relation to Health
No Problem Improved Unimproved The Same
Social Service Index:
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